**ART - Ms. Larkin**
- 2 - Ticonderoga #2 pencils, or a set of drawing pencils.
- 1 - pink pearl, or other large pencil eraser.
- 1 - small pencil case to keep your drawing materials in.
- 1 - SketchBook of whichever size you would like
- 1 - standard folder to keep small work and handouts in.
- 1 - black sharpie marker, fine point. It is optional to keep one ultra fine point sharpie marker as well, but not required.

**SOCIAL STUDIES - Mr. Schrauf**
- 1 composition book
- 1 spiral notebook
- 1 book sox/cover
- Plenty of pens/pencils as they will not be borrowing from others this year.

**TECHNOLOGY - Mrs. Lackey**

**Tech 8:**
Ruler
Composition Notebook - Graph Ruled (can be viewed at Staples.com: TRU RED™ Composition Notebook, 7.5" x 9.75", Graph Ruled, 80 Sheets, Red/White (TR55069))
2 - #2 pencils

**Intro to CS I/II:**
Composition Notebook
2 - #2 pencils

**AP CSP:**
Composition Notebook
2 - #2 pencils

**Digital Photography I/II:**
Composition Notebook
2 - #2 pencils

**Video Production:**
Composition Notebook
2 - #2 pencils

**DDP:**
Ruler
Composition Notebook - Graph Ruled (can be viewed at Staples.com: TRU RED™ Composition Notebook, 7.5" x 9.75", Graph Ruled, 80 Sheets, Red/White (TR55069))
2 - #2 pencils
MATH - Mrs. Fleming
Algebra 1 & Algebra 1B
- Graphing Calculator (TI 83 or TI 84) HIGHLY recommended
- Pencils/Pens
- Highlighters
- 2 to 3 inch Binder with 5 dividers
- Loose leaf paper (half a package will do)
- Folder for just Math (will be used daily)

Geometry with Mrs. Fleming (Alli is also teaching a Geometry class)
- Graphing Calculator (TI 83 or TI 84) HIGHLY recommended
- A compass
- Pencils/Pens
- Highlighters
- 2 to 3 inch Binder with 5 dividers
- Loose leaf paper (half a package will do)
- Folder for just Math (will be used daily)

Consumer Math
- 1 1/2 - 2 inch binder with 5 dividers
- Folder for just math
- Pencils/Pens
- Highlighters
- Loose leaf paper

MATH - Ms. Morrow
Math 7, Math 7 Honors and Math 8:
- Scientific Calculator (Texas Instruments TI-30XIIS) - HIGHLY recommended
- Pencils and pens
- 2 inch binder for just Math
- Loose leaf paper (half a package is fine)

Applied Geometry
- Scientific OR Graphing Calculator (TI 83 OR TI 84) - HIGHLY recommended
- Pencils and pens
- 2 inch binder for just Math
- Loose leaf paper (half a package is fine)

SCIENCE - Mrs. Fielder
  ● Earth Science: 1 1/2" or 2" binder, pencils, colored pencils
  ● Forensics: binder